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OOLTEWAH
RAPISTS
CONVICTED
by Greer McCollum

REMEMBERING AUNT COLLYN
by McKenzie Barham
In the past weeks, much
ink has been spilled in
remembrance of Collyn
Franzenburg Schimdt, the
woman that so many people affectionately knew as
“Aunt Collyn.” She died
Saturday, Oct. 15, 2016 at
the age of 92.
Her memorial service was
held at New City Fellowship on Wednesday, Oct.
19, 2016. The pews were
filled with family and
friends and the attendees
vehicles spilled out into
the surrounding streets,
much further than even
the average Sunday. As in

GOODMAN’S
COFFEE SHOP
OPENS

all of Aunt Collyn’s life,
the gospel was forefront
in the celebration of her
homecoming.
“This is also, and more importantly, a worship service,” said Dr. Jim Drexler, who gave the opening
welcome and prayer. “Because there is one who
gave Aunt Collyn her life
in the first place, the one
who gave her all of those
wonderful attributes and
characteristics and traits
that over the decades we
came to love and admire
over the years, and maybe,
by God’s grace, to emulate
. . . And we’re here to worship him.”

morning,” Ian said, despite the constant flow of
people. A friend and I had
come to visit the coffee
shop on a cold Tuesday
morning. After receiving
our lattes - a blend of Sumatra, Brazil, and India
by Kristie Jaya
-- Goodman and Perkins
Covenant
alums
Ian soon joined us to tell the
Goodman and Kris Per- story of their coffee shop.
kins opened Goodman
coffee shop with partners The four partners had
Aric Annear and David no plan of opening a coffee shop so soon. GoodRossi two weeks ago.
man and Annear initially
Previously, Goodman had opened the roastery in St.
owned Greyfriar’s, and Elmo as a hobby and side
both Ian and Annear has business. Back in 1997,
just opened a micro-roast- Goodman turned his SIP
ery, Goodman Coffee project into the Greyfriar’s
Roasters, in St. Elmo last coffee shop. Perkins, who
graduated in ’97, became
March.
his manager, and Annear
The new coffee shop has his roaster.
only opened since October 9th, but business is They sold the business 10
years later and went their
going steady.
separate ways. Nine years
“This is actually a slow later, Goodman was a

To celebrate Aunt Collyn’s
life, Joel Belz gave an account of her fascinating
life story. He talked about
her missionary work in
Jordan, her three degrees,
her marriage to Rudolph
“Rudy” Schmidt, her work
in the founding of New
City Fellowship, and the
many roles she served in
at Covenant College.
“[The Schmidt team] extended hospitality to thousands of Covenant students,” said Belz. “When
I first made that claim, I
had to go double check it.
It only took me three years
of checking to find that
they had entertained hun-

dreds, so I got to change
it to thousands based on
the some forty years that
they were formally related to the college and then
of course, they continued
that role of hospitality
even afterwards.”

On October 11, three
former Ooltewah High
School Basketball players
were sentenced with connections to a rape case that
occurred in Gatlinburg,
Tenn. around Christmas
of last year. The team
was there for the Smoky
Mountain Classic tournament. The oldest of those
convicted turned eighteen soon after the attack,
during which he rammed
a pool cue up a freshman
teammate’s rectum while
two other sixteen-yearold teammates held the
freshman down. The injuries were severe, requiring
surgery to amend.

The oldest of the attackers—convicted for aggravated assault—was tried
in a juvenile court. This
means that his record will
be wiped clean, although
his name will remain on
Tennessee’s Sex Offender
This outpouring of love Registry. He will be refor generations of students leased from custody on
and others in her commu- Nov. 21, spending less
nity was a common theme than a year in juvenile dethroughout her life, right tention altogether.
up until the end.
The two other attackers
“It’s hard to pick one mem- were also tried in juvenile
ory or conversation with court and convicted of agAuntie that stands out gravated assault in conamong the rest,” said Me- nection to the case. Both
gan Gienapp (‘17). “I lived of them will serve just
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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property accountant and
Annear an editor. Yet, they
soon realized that they
still had an itching enthusiasm for coffee, and eventually opened the roaster.
When Warehouse Row lost
one of their tenants, Brash
Coffee, they contacted the
Goodman Coffee Roaster
twice to fill in the location
as a retail coffee shop. The
partners finally agreed.
“The goal is to one day ultimately have [Goodman
Coffee Roasters] as a full
time job,” Goodman said
last March, when only the
roaster was up and running. But he’s already left
his job to take care of the
business full time.
The Warehouse Row location proves perfect for
a coffee shop that carries
a huge selection of beans
and a fast service: TVA,

Bellhops, Coyote, and
other businesses surround
the perimeter, and their
employees are eager for
their next cup of coffee.
I asked him, “With the
coffee industry growing fast in Chattanooga,
what could Goodman coffee shop offer to the daily humdrum of the Gig
City?”
“We have Ian,” Perkins
said, laughing.

coffee shop has worked
with coffee since high
school. His mastery of
coffee is part acquired
experience, part gift, his
wife Leda Goodman said.
“Last time we forgot to
put on a new label to the
coffee we made. We said
it was Malawi. He tasted
it and he said, no, this is
[another coffee bean],”
Mrs. Goodman, who is
also Covenant’s Assistant
Director of the Center for
Calling and Career, said.

Goodman, whose last They also offer is a wide
name became the trade- variety of beans. “We carmark of their roaster and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
ON WOMEN’S
ROLES
by Anna Smith
At the PCA’s General Assembly this past summer,
a study committee was
established to examine
the issue of women serving in ministry within the
church. Their findings
could potentially lead to
women serving on the
Covenant College Board
of Trustees, as well as
boards of other organizations and ministries in the
PCA.
According to articles published in ByFaith magazine, the 2014 General Assembly commissioned and
established a subcommittee of the PCA’s Cooperative Ministries Committee
(CMC) to examine the issue of women in ministry.
At the 2016 General Assembly this subcommittee proposed that another
study committee be established to study four issues:
the nature of ordination,
the office of deacon, clarification on ordination or
commissioning of dea-

HELLO, IT’S ME
by Claire Piquette
Adele Zitzman, Maclellan/Rymer’s new resident
director, attributes much
of who she is to her parents. The respect they
gained through their leadership in the small western Connecticut homeschool community made a
direct impact in her life
and the lives of her three
older siblings.
These leadership qualities enabled Zitzman to
earn a B.A. in Bible and
Counseling at Moody Bible Institute in Chicago,
Illinois. While at Moody,
Zitzman became involved
in residence life, first as
an RA and later as an Administrative
Assistant.
The combination of these
jobs gave her a better understanding of the inner
workings of residence life,

02
cons and deaconesses, and
if warranted, proposals for
possible Book of Church
Order changes.

if we’re going to change
the Book of Church Order’s bylaws, let’s look at
other aspects [of the PCA]
like RUF, which ministers
Joel Belz, who retired to far more women stufrom the Covenant Col- dents, or Mission to the
lege Board of Trustees World, which has far more
this summer, said, “About women employees, but no
three or five years ago women on the board. Why
when a number of people not have women’s perwere discussing why the spectives?”
Covenant College Board
doesn’t have any women “I don’t think this is beon it, no one seemed to ing done as a protest. It’s
think that it was morally more as an effort to make
or biblically wrong. It was sure we’re in alignment
just the way history had with Scripture. In Geneshaped it.”
sis, it says ‘It is not good
that man be alone.’ That’s
He said that when Cove- a strong statement. God
nant College was founded, said that, so in a Covenant
it was assumed that the College Board meeting it
board would be made up is not good for man to be
of elders. “In the PCA, all alone.” said Belz.
elders are male, so it was
a matter of coincidence Opponents argue that by
more than principle,” Belz examining these issues,
said.
the committee is conforming to culture instead
Currently, only Ruling El- of Scripture. In The Aquiders and Teaching Elders la Report, Dominic Aquila
serve on Covenant’s Board and Andrew Barnes write
of Trustees. There are also that these issues “have
six alumni trustee advi- already been studied, exsors, which include both plored and settled . . . the
women and men.
PCA’s Constitution is already clear on what the
Belz, who was a member PCA believes is the Scripof the original subcom- ture’s teaching on these
mittee, said, “The imme- issues . . . The proposal
diate reason for this issue is ill-conceived, overly
coming up was Covenant broad, poorly drafted, and
College’s well-being. Well, completely unnecessary.”
and sparked her love for spent listening and waitworking with students.
ing. Although this approach doesn’t produce
Covenant’s class of 2020 immediate results, Zitzhas actually been here a man believes that individtad longer than Zitzman. ual relationships are more
Collegiate residence life effective long-term, and
was Zitzman’s dream, but she is truly enjoying the
something she expected to opportunity to invest in
come later when she was individual students.
older. If asked six months The other side of her poago where she would sition is a lot of adminisbe this school year, she trative work, which she
would have expected to enjoys just as much as the
still be living in Washing- relational side.
ton D.C., working in an
administrative position at Zitzman loves Mac for its
a local church.
understanding of the importance of education and
“God threw me off course believes, if she had attendwith this one. I ended ed Covenant as an underup here through a really graduate, Mac would have
quick process,” Ziztman suited her best. Although
said. A quick process, in- new to Chattanooga, she
deed. She was notified of has already found some
the position at Covenant favorite go-to spots down
thanks to connections the mountain, Mean Mug
with fellow Moody alumni Coffeehouse being her
Hannah Bloomquist and number one recommenNeely Goree, and accepted dation, specifically the
the job only twenty days blueberry scones. Zitzman
later.
can be found attending
The most effective fulfill- St. Elmo Presbyterian on
ment of her RD duties so Sunday mornings, baking
far has simply been build- bread, and making music
ing relationships with on pretty much any string
students in Mac. Because instrument, or her new
Zitzman is new to her po- keyboard in her free time.
sition, she is choosing to
step back and observe the
community before trying to make significant
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
changes. She wants to be
someone who responds ry about 20 or more differthoughtfully to challeng- ent beans and we’re always
es (positive or negative) adding to it. Other cofrather than someone who fee shops in Chattanooga
reacts quickly to them.
carry 2-3,” Perkins said.
These beans represent 15This means that a lot of 17 countries.
time on her part being

GOODMAN COFFEE

Robertson said, “A common thread [from opponents] is that there’s really
no necessity for clarifying
this manner and that any
explanation is just opening
a dangerous slippery slope
to ordination of women as
ruling or teaching elders
against God’s word. But
I think that the four areas we commissioned are
well defined. I also trust
the men on the CMC who
had this idea—they are all
committed to God’s word.
They’re interested in being radically biblical.”

and sacraments.”
This raises the question,
Robertson said, of whether there are roles that
men or women could be
ordained to that do not
carry authority over the
scripture or sacraments,
such as hospital chaplains,
or children’s and youth
ministers.

“This would also mean
we are going to start asking if board members of
committees and agencies
have functions that require authority,” Robertson said. “This isn’t just
Belz said, “The offices of about women in ministry
teaching and ruling elders or women being ordained.
will remain exclusively for We want to make sure that
men and I think it’s im- we’re being thoroughly
portant for the committee biblical.”
to say that.”
Chaplain Grant Lowe
George Robertson, the said that “there’s a strong
moderator of the 2016 desire from most of the
General Assembly, said Covenant College comthat one of the reasons the munity to have women
study committee is exam- on the Board of Trustees”
ining the biblical basis for and “the conversation has
ordination is that “there is been happening,” but the
some confusion over what PCA is a structure that
is conveyed with ordina- moves slowly.
tion. When we ordain a
ruling or teaching elder, The study committee
we are conveying author- has begun meeting but is
ity. The role of the elder keeping their discussion
carries authority. Howev- and proceedings confier, a deacon is not recog- dential until their official
nized as someone who has report is released.
authority over the Word
“There are massive differences in coffee beans, and
it’s fun introducing people to it,” Goodman said.
He believes that coffee is
universal, and their price
range reflects that.

The two other partners
also have business and
coffee experiences. Annear was owner of Fremont Coffee Company
in Seattle before he sold
the business to settle in
“People enjoy coffee in Chattanooga. Rossi was
prosperous times, and co-owner of the distillery
need coffee in hard eco- with Perkins.
nomic times to get jobs
done,” Leda said.
While the owners put
much care into this startWhile having an artisanal up coffee business, they
approach, Goodman pre- are looking to train their
pares their coffee fast to employees and giving
cater to their busy cus- larger portions of respontomer base.
sibility to them.
When studying in Covenant, Goodman, a Catacombian, would hand out
espresso drinks from his
basement window.

“We’re not so young anymore,”Goodman said, joyful but worn out after two
weeks of creating drinks
and tending to customers
and after a summer build“That’s how I met him!” ing the shop and preparing
Mrs. Goodman said, also for the business launch.
mentioning that her appreciation of coffee has The probability of expanescalated since their mar- sion is lucrative, and the
riage.
Goodman Coffee Roaster is looking to eventualCosi Goodman, the Good- ly becoming a franchise.
man’s son and current While they are confident
Covenant student, has of their survival as a busihelped with the design of ness, Perkins said that
the retail coffee bags and their biggest challenge
the coffee bean illustra- would be growth.
tion on it.
J. Crew, whose location in
Warehouse Row is right to
Kris Perkins was a Cove- the coffee shop, said that
nant Business major who the traffic from the coffee
graduated in 1997. He shop has increased their
is now in the healthcare sales.
management business and
is co-owner of insurance Whether or not further
broker companies in Ath- growth will happen, Chatens, GA and Chattanooga, tanooga seems eager to
TN. He also owns a distill- “get a cup of good in you,”
ery in Connecticut.
as their tagline says.
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THE KIRK

Covenant made the most
sense in accomplishing
the church’s mission of
serving this community.
by Margaret Duncan
Needless to say, the College is immensely grateful
Over the summer, Cove- for this wonderful gift.”
nant College received one
of the largest financial The gift to the college ingifts ever received by the cluded eight and a half
college. When Grace Pres- acres of land, a newly
byterian Church closed paved parking lot, and a
its doors permanently, fully functional building,
the members elected a including a sanctuary with
task force to determine approximately 200 seats, a
the future of the assets. furnished kitchen, multiThey chose to continue ple large meeting rooms,
the mission of the church and several offices on the
in serving the Covenant lower level. The music
College community by do- department is especially
nating the building to the grateful for the pipe organ
school. The building has and second organ console
been renamed “The Kirk,” which were donated. The
which is the Scottish term donation also included
for church as a memorial a large amount of tables,
to the building’s original chairs, and office furnipurpose.
ture.

This semester the music
department has held multiple classes, performance
seminars, and choir practices in the former church
building. The multiple
conference rooms host
RUF large group meetings, as well as Covenant
College board meetings.
The theater department
has also used the building
for rehearsals. The parking lot is used for off campus student and special
event parking.
The college has begun the
process of determining
how the building will be
used.
“A task force has been
formed to address the
question of what The Kirk
will ultimately be used
for. This task force consists of representatives
from the Administration,
Staff, Faculty, and Student
Body,” said Wykoff.

Chief Financial Officer
Dan Wykoff said, “Because of the church’s very
long relationship with the
College, the trustees of
the church decided that
gifting the property to

Since the building was
handed over to the college,
it has been used for many
academic and extracurricular events. Current- The task force is discussly, the music department ing many possibilities for
most often uses the space. the building, including
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commissioned by the
Hamilton County Board
of Education, found that
a “culture of hazing” had
existed on the boys’ basketball team. Similarly to
the report, a lawsuit filed
against the school board
claimed that abuse and
hazing existed for years
and was left unaddressed
by school leadership and
coaches.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

over 100 days in juvenile
detention before being released.
Court testimony and investigators have revealed
that three other freshmen
were attacked with pool
cues during the trip, but
no one has been charged
in connection to those
cases. During the hearing
for the three convicted assailants, the mother of one
of the freshmen stated,
“The embarrassment that
he felt from that alone is
beyond anything I can begin to comprehend.” She
recounted that her son was
shamed for his testimony before he asked to be
removed from Ooltewah
High School.
In late September, Hamilton County District Attorney Neal Pinkerton released a report describing
the failure of the school
district to properly supervise its employees and
protect its students. The
report was a joint effort
between the District Attorney and the Hamilton
County Sheriff ’s Department.
“There was failure to adequately supervise the students, failure to recognize
the significance of the
horrific injuries suffered
during a rape, failure to
notify the victims’ parents, failure to provide a
swift and appropriate response to the attacks, and
failure to assure the public that proactive measure
would be taken to address
the root causes of these
failures,” said the report.
The report comes after
a private investigation,

Pinkerton to be removed
from the criminal case on
the grounds of conflict of
interest between the civil case and the criminal
case. A judge recently dismissed the motion.
Montgomery filed a motion to have his case dismissed claiming that the
statute under which he is
being tried is unconstitutional, vague, and deficient. Pinkerton filed a
response stating that the
motion is meritless: both
the Court of Criminal
Appeals and the Office
of the Attorney General
have determined minors
can commit “child sexual abuse” and that the
law clearly outlines where
Montgomery could have
gone to report the case.
Closing arguments for the
case are expected on Nov.
22.

Four men were tried in
connection with the case,
including head basketball coach Andre “Tank”
Montgomery,
assistant
coach Karl Williams,
Ooltewah Athletic Director Allard “Jesse” Nayadley, and Gatlinburg Police
Detective Rodney Burns.
Williams’ charges were
dropped because he was
not provided training on
how to report child sexual
abuse. Nayadley’s charges
of failure to report child
sexual abuse will be erased Source:
timesfreepress.
from his record after 10 com/ooltewah
hours of community service, training, and good
behavior.
Burns currently faces
charges for aggravated
perjury for testimony he
gave in February about the
case. A grand jury indictment in May found that he
made two false statements
under oath. He testified
that “there was no rape
or torture, no screams of
anguish,” while previously
writing in police reports
that a multiple witnessed
told him they heard the
victim yell in response to
being attacked.

AUNT COLLYN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

with her this summer, and
I think it’s the mundane
routines of her household
that I’ll remember best.
Cooking in her tiny kitchen, Folger’s coffee in her
Covenant thistle mugs,
conversations at her bedside . . . All of those perfectly encapsulate what
living with her was like.
She was caring, straightforward, sarcastic, and so
very gracious to welcome
me and so many others
A month after giving tes- into her home.”
timony, Burns filed a civil lawsuit for $300,000 Many students have simiagainst Pinkerton, his lar stories.
prosecutor, for publicly
accusing him of perju- “One of my favorite memry. Then in July, Burns ories with Aunt Collyn is
filed a motion asking for

use by the music and theater departments, students Grace Presbyterian was
housing, or a new student started by the Covenant
activity center.
community shortly after the college moved to
“I expect that the task Lookout Mountain in the
force will make a final early 1960’s. Since then
recommendation to the the church has had a flucSenior
Administration tuating membership of
by the end of November,” Covenant college faculty,
Wykoff said. Wykoff could staff and students, as well
not guarantee when any as other community memchanges would be made. bers from the area. In the
Any funds for renovations last year or so memberwould come from the col- ship and tithes dwindled
leges allocated budget for to the point where the
college repairs and im- church could no longer
provements.
sustain itself.
from Christmas break last
year. I stayed with her for
most of the break to finish
a paper and get some rest,”
said Hannah Taylor (‘16).
“In return, she asked that
I help her run errands one
day. I drove her around
town doing all sorts of little things. That day let me
see Aunt Collyn in a new
light. She was vulnerable,
fragile and old . . . there
were just so many things
she needed help with. But
the only way she let any of
that show was by joy and
gratitude . . . she was just
so happy to get all those
errands done, and so
grateful for my help. My
favorite part of that day is
when we dropped off the
recycling downtown, and
she introduced me to the
lady who works there, and
told me all about her family. I grew up in Chattanooga and I didn’t even know
where you take recycling.
Aunt Collyn had broken
bread with her friend, the
lady who accepts the recycling when you drop it off.
She’s just incredible.”
Pastor Emeritus Randy
Nabors wrote a poem in
honor of Aunt of Collyn
entitled “There’s a Lot
of ‘No More’ in Heaven,”
which was read by Professor Camille Halstrom.
Pastor Kevin Smith closed
the service with a celebration of the gospel and
the ways it shone in Aunt
Collyn’s ministry within
the church, as she loved
all races and was always
an advocate for racial reconciliation. Smith even
called her the glue that
held their congregation
together in the transition
period after Pastor Nabors stepped down. Her
work was always rooted in
her awareness of her own
shortcomings. He used

2 Corinthians 5 to frame
her life.
“I can tell you without
hesitation: Aunt Collyn
lived for the glory, too.
But it was not her glory.
She lived for the glory of
her Savior, the Lord Jesus
Christ,” said Smith.
Throughout the service,
delightful anecdotes about
Aunt Collyn’s life were
shared and laughed over,
and there are so many
more stories. One of Dr.
Steve Kaufmann’s favorite
memories of Aunt Collyn
is about the purchase of
her last car.
“She was a savvy shopper
and went several places
to try out different makes
of cars,” said Kaufmann.
“She definitely needed a
new one; her current car
then was a noisy clunker.
Finally, she settled on a
brand new silver Toyota
Corolla. After purchasing,
we left the dealer in Cleveland with Aunt Collyn
behind the wheel. As we
drove down I-75 toward
Chattanooga, she rhapsodized about her new car.
‘Oh, it’s so quiet,’ she said.
‘Oh, it drives so smoothly.’ Then she said, ‘but the
engine must be a small
one, because we’re traveling so slowly.’ ‘Well, Aunt
Collyn,’ I said, ‘we are going 82 miles an hour!’ She
looked at the speedometer and hooted. Thus began the legend of Collyn
Schmidt, the wild driver
of Lookout Mountain.”
As President Derek Halvorson said in Covenant’s
press release on her passing: “she was gracious,
earnest, loving, witty,
humble, deeply committed to Jesus Christ and his
truth, and spunky in the
best possible way. We will
miss her dearly.”

SPORTS

LADY SCOTS
UPDATE
by Lydia Berglar
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After sweeping Rhodes,
Oglethorpe and Maryville,
Covenant Volleyball lost
to Piedmont, but came
back with a win against
Huntingdon. Their overall record is 16-12, but
more importantly, their
conference record is 10-3.
Now ranked as the No. 1
seed out of the West in the
USA South Tournament,
this season harkens back
to last season in which the
team won the conference
title. Despite a valiant effort, the team lost in the
first round of the NCAA
tournament last fall.

Between the Covenant
Volleyball Team and the
Women’s Soccer Team,
Covenant fans have a
lot to cheer for these
days.
The
Volleyball
team clinched first in the
USA South Conference,
and the Women’s Soccer
Team found a place in the
NSCAA (National Soccer
Coaches Association of
America) rankings for the This year, as Scots volleyfirst time in the Division ball prepares to face Agnes
III history of the program. Scott on October 26th and
Wesleyan and Sewanee
Get ready, because Cov- on the 29th, they will be
enant will host the USA looking for one more vicSouth Tournament Quar- tory in order to guarantee
terfinals for volleyball and the USA South title again.
women’s soccer, giving the Covenant will be hosting
Scots a chance to show off the Quarterfinal on Nov.
1st, and hopes for a win
their school spirit.

this time around.

had six straight shutouts
during that streak, showIt is hard to imagine a casing their powerhouse
stronger team than the offense and a defense that
one Coach Ehman, Coach has set them up to win a
Newman, and Coach Steph championship.
have put together. The
talented line-up includes Despite falling to Salem,
Ginny Moore, named USA (the new USA South West
South Player of the Week Division champion), Covonce this season, Morgan enant was the only team to
Opgenorth, who has come defeat Salem this season,
up with big blocks all year, having done it on Sep. 17
Hannah Stewart who re- at home.
peatedly collects digs,
Schuyler Moore with im- Overall Lady Scots Socpressive passes and assists, cer is 13-4, and out of 14
and Jessica Seehorn with conference games they
countless kills. The team have won 11. This earned
is set up well to succeed in them the No. 2 seed from
this year’s tournament.
the West in the USA South
Tournament. Notably, the
While Covenant Volley- team won all eight home
ball is dominating the games, and now that the
court, the Women’s Soccer regular season is over, the
Team continues to find Lady Scots will prepare
victory on the pitch. Previ- for the USA South Tourous to the recent losses to nament. On October 29,
Piedmont and Salem, the Covenant will host the
team was on a seven game Quarterfinal to kick off
winning streak. The team the tournament, playing

A NEW ERA OF SPORTS
by Sam Doherty
When the word “sports” is
mentioned; activities such
as baseball, basketball, or
soccer may be among the
first thoughts that initially come to mind. To many
people, however, the next
generation of sports is
digital.
A rapidly developing
movement known as “eSports,” short for electronic
sports, is consuming the
attention of Americans
and people around the
world, and in 2015 generated $325 million in revenue. With such a new,
prosperous market quickly developing around the
world, companies and colleges are looking for ways
to stay ahead of the curve.
While tournaments for
video games have been
around since their genesis, the modernization of
the term “eSports” can be
traced to East Asia, gaining traction in the late
1990’s. The games encompassing eSports range
from strategy games, card
games, first person shooters, and ironically even
traditional sports games.
The 2015 world championship for a game known
as League of Legends received a viewership of 36
million for the tournament, more viewers than
the NBA finals. Another
game,
Counter Strike,
was able to reach 27 million viewers.
In 2015
games such as Dota 2 paid
out over $31 million in
prize money to competing teams, League of Legends over $7.5 million,
and Counterstrike over $6
million. By 2019, global
revenue for eSports is estimated to surpass $1 billion.

This season, we have witnessed stunning performances from freshman
Anna Robertson, sophomore Callie Bader, junior
Rebekah Gravitt, senior
Anna Porch and many
others. Rachel Lemay (the
sophomore goalkeeper)
has had an impressive season and Kaitlyn Winking
(senior) was just named
USA South Defensive
Player of the Week. The
stacked team proved their
talent throughout this
season and fought hard
for their ranking.
All in all, both teams are
experiencing
exciting
seasons, and are keeping
hopes high for the upcoming tournaments. All eyes
are on the Lady Scots in
their final pushes towards
victory.

FACULTY QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“Great Metaphors really turn me on.”
-Dr. Foreman

Since most eSports are not
usually available through
cable or possible to watch
on a TV in your home,
other than a few televised
events on ESPN2, one
website has become the
premier platform for these
tournaments to be televised through: Twitch.tv.
In 2014 Amazon acquired
this company for an astonishing $970 million, all
for a very niche entertainment platform.

tournament that divided
the country into four regions: North, South, East,
and West, and consisted
of over 500 institutions.
It was in that tournament
that the University of British Columbia beat Robert
Morris University in the
“2016 Campus Series FiThroughout 2015, Twitch nals.”
was capable of maintainMost of these tournaing 550,000 concurrent
ments
grant large amounts
viewers, with each viewer
of
scholarship
money to
averaging 421.6 minutes
the
winning
team,
and a
watched per month, altournament
earlier
this
most double that of Youyear
awarded
$100,000
to
Tube. Because of Twitch’s
the
University
of
Washdomination in regards to
the eSports market, they ington League of Legends
are almost the exclusive team. Just as in traditiontelevisor of these pro- al sports, many of these
fessional gaming events. college players become
Twitch’s hold on this mar- recruited by professionket has other companies al teams, and continue to
such as YouTube scram- compete in pro tournabling to get a slice of the ments for large amounts
of money.
pie.
As with most markets ca- However,
pable of generating large
sums of money, colleges
and universities in the
United States are adapting to the market. Institutions such as the University of California Irvine
offer eSports teams and
even scholarship money
to players. Robert Morris University, located in
Chicago, offers a specific
League of Legends team.
The University also offers multiple competitive
gaming teams, and scholarships awarded to players
cover 50 percent of tuition, room and board.
In 2015, Riot Games, the
company behind one of the
most recognizable games
around the world, hosted a League of Legends

the winner of the Piedmont and Huntingdon
match.

the

ic sports market doesn’t
come without critics.
Many critics will recoil
at the thought of considering these professional
gamers “athletes.” One
such person is former
ESPN broadcaster Colin
Cowherd. He’s quoted saying, “I have a belief in life
that how you react to criticism defines how accurate it is, and the fact that
all these eSports nerds are
upset with me, I’m hitting
a very, very sensitive spot
. . . I am not a friend of
eSports. It’s the same with
professional wrestling—
it’s for booger eaters.”

absurd, in 2013 the United States officially recognized professional eSports
players as athletes.
Companies behind games
played
competitively
worked with the U.S. government to grant these
players visas in order to
get them into the U.S. for
tournaments. As a result,
professional eSports players can now receive visas
to travel and participate in
events located in the United States.

Consider the effect that
technology has on the soThough athletes of all cietal norms we take for
sports are criticized at one granted; the world around
point or another, it seems us is rapidly changing,
as though these eSports and maybe one day the
competitors will face most popular sports will
sizable adversity. Even occur in front of a comthough most people may puter screen.
find labeling professional
electron- video gamers as athletes
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Covenant College Theatre
Department Presents:
William Shakespeare’s Hamlet
by Molly Hulsey
This November, Covenant
College’s Theatre Department promises to enliven
Shakespeare’s most famous tragedy in a production that roots itself in the
timeless text, but invites
the audience to interact
with the story in new and
evocative ways.
When director Claire
Slavovsky and lead actor
Matthew Mindeman considered whether to produce Hamlet for his senior
project, Mindeman initially hesitated to choose
such a well-known and
challenging play. He came
to realize; however, that
many people have only
read the script or viewed
the film—fewer have had

NATIONAL
BOOK
AWARDS

the opportunity to see it
in person.
Slavovsky hopes that the
production can capitalize
on the power of live theater to animate this familiar story through engaging
an “in-house” audience—a
benefit often lost in this
digital age. “Experiencing stories together is an
important part of community—it creates cohesion,” she says. “Not just
the community of the cast
and crew, but also the college and even the city.” In
an age of instantly available stories on Netflix and
Youtube–often viewed in
isolation––she hopes to
give the crowd the sensation that they are participating with the story as a
group, instead of simply
NBA for their work.

Today, the National Book
Foundation selects the
cream of the crop from
four categories: Poetry,
Fiction, Nonfiction, and
Young People’s Literature.
This year, Kate DiCamillo, author of Becoming
Winn-Dixie, and Jacqueby Teresa Harwood
line Woodson, 2014 winner of the NBA for young
Usually when people hear people’s literature, are
about the NBA, basketball among the 15 contestants.
lineups race through their
head, but there is another Although Kate DiCamilNBA out there. Each No- lo’s book, The Tiger Risvember, the nonprofit Na- ing, was a finalist for the
tional Book Foundation 2001 NBA for young peoawards its National Book ple’s literature and herThe
Awards (NBA) to Amer- Tale of Despereaux won a
ican authors to celebrate Newberry award, she has
their newly published yet to recieve a Nationworks, but finalists for al Book Award. Howeveach of the four categories er, her new bestseller and
were released earlier this Young People’s Literature
month.
finalist, Raymie Nightingale, became “The #1
The NBA came into exis- Instant New York Times
tence sixty-six years ago Bestseller,” according to
on March 16, 1950, when her Facebook page The
the NBA for poetry was book follows the main
awarded the famed poet character, Raymie, as
William Carlos Williams. she shares in DiCamillo’s
lifelong question: “What
Soon after this, the NBA would I have done differgrew in reputation, find- ently?”Both Raymie and
ing authors who shone DiCamillo’s childhood are
amidst the endless new- rocked by the disintegraly published books. The tion of their family and
celebrated writers Kather- longing for a happy reine Paterson, Julia Child, union.
William Faulkner, John
Updike, Cormac McCar- Jacqueline Woodson, on
thy, Nathaniel Philbrick, the other hand, received
Stephen Greenblatt, WH the NBA for Young PeoAuden, and Richard Wil- ple’s Literature in 2014
ber have since received an for her memoir, Brown

passively watching a story
unfold as an individual.
“Especially compared to a
movie of Hamlet, I think
going to see this production and be present with
this production is perhaps
more active and engaging
than you’re used to,” says
Mindeman. “I want the
audience to experience
Hamlet fresh for the first
time as a story, without
the cultural baggage.”
While the show will employ techniques which
create more of a shared
experience for the audience, this production of
Hamlet will not seem foreign to those who have
read or viewed the tragedy before. The production
will be set in the court at
Elsinore, complete with
opulent royal costuming
and swashbuckling swordplay. Mindeman will be
joined on stage by Junior
Abi Ogle as Ophelia, Senior Rob Schonthaler as

King Claudius, and Junior
Sammie Brown as Queen
Gertrude. English professor Cliff Foreman will appear as the Ghost. Alumnus John Reeder will lead
musical accompaniment
he composed for the production.

students, and staff. Visitors can also attend a final
dress rehearsal on November 10 with $5 tickets for
adults and $3 for seniors,
students, and staff. There
will be a discussion panel after the show November 19. To reserve tickets
or ask any questions, call
Hamlet plays Novem- the box office at 706-419ber 11, 12, and 18 at 7:30 1051 or boxoffice@covep.m. and November 19 at nant.edu.
2 p.m with $7 tickets for
adults and $5 for seniors,

Girl Dreaming. Woodson writes within various
genres including: Children’s literature, Fiction,
Nonfiction, and Poetry.
Her New York Times Bestseller,Another Brooklyn,
is a finalist for the NBA in
fiction. Although directed
to an adult audience, this
book draws significantly
from childhood years, as
she says it is a time that
is fundamentally shapes
each both children and intelligent machines and
the adults they are to be- simians aside, something
new is happening in the
come.
field of music commodThirteen other candidates ification. Imagine that
include former US poet you are working on a
laureate Rita Dove and quick video project and
Pulitzer Prize winner Viet need original content for
a background score but
Thanh Nguyen.
you don’t have the time or
The National Book Foun- funds to hire a composer.
dation’s panel of critics That’s a quandary the new
consists of writers, librar- start-up company, Amper
ians, and literary critics, Music, decided to tackle.
and while they have reviewed the books over the Drew Silverstein, one of
past few months, panel the founders of Amper
members do not decide Music, worked as a comwho the winners are un- poser in Hollywood betil they are ceremoniously fore he had the idea to creannounced on November ate “artificial intelligence,”
16. Until then, we Amer- as he calls it, that could
icans have fifteen new create music. According
to Business Insider, he
books to read.
first wrote the algorithm
necessary for the program
in a massive excel spreadsheet.

SAY HELLO TO
THE ROBOTS:
HIRE AN AI
COMPOSER
by Romy Vekony

Are you curious what a
league of robots wreaking havoc on a synthesizer might sound like? You
might imagine it sounds
slightly more harmonious
than a room full of monkeys.
The differences between

A far cry from a roomful of
robots, Amper Music will
release its electronic composition services through
a software that produces music from user genre
suggestions: phrases such
as “happy classic rock” or
“dark epic cinematic.” Users will be able to cheaply
and efficiently create and
pick out the background
music they need for their
creative projects without
worrying about copyright
issues or having to hire a
human composer.
Silverstein told Business

Insider that Amper Music’s tracks have passed
several “blind taste tests”
during which people
couldn’t tell if the music
was made by a computer
or not.
In response to Amper
Music’s debut this year,
critics might raise questions about the future of
music, which is becoming
increasingly easier to produce and consume. Silverstein doesn’t foresee that
his product will present a
problem for the future of
artistic expression, as the
“commodity music” his
software produces is for
a different purpose than
composed music, which
will continue to exist as
long as people feel the
need to create.

THE VERDICT
YES, to
Covenant Butts
NO, to
@CovenantButts
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THOUGHTS ON ROCKY HORROR
PICTURE SHOW REMAKE
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and sexual slavery in his
actions, and the film plays
on fears of how “freakish”
he is.

were able to heckle it with
perfectly timed jokes.
First off, this movie fea- This wasn’t hard, because,
tures an engaged couple parody or not, it’s a pretty
who finds a haunted house terrible movie.
and naively stumbles into
a raging drag party led by I have heard some nighta “sweet transvestite from mare stories of people who
Transsexual
Transylva- went to a screening and
nia.” This mad scientist felt very threatened. When
doubles as a dominatrix, I went, the cast called
seduces both of them, and up everyone viewing the
then uses brainwashing to film for the first time to
bring about their sexual get spanked with a woodliberation.
en paddle—good thing
I didn’t raise my hand.
If that isn’t your cup of Honestly, it would probatea, then you might want bly be better to fall asleep
to stop reading now.
in a back alley in Brooklyn
than to be messed with at
The movie was written as a shadow cast theatre. But
a parody of B-rated sci- there is a creative aspect
ence fiction flicks and first to audience experience of
released in 1975 starring the RHPS that is unparalTim Curry. The film is leled anywhere else in cinwidely known for its rich ema.
tradition of live “shadow
casts”—fans who dress up Despite having experilike the characters and re- enced significant gender
enact the film’s action in dysphoria myself, I found
front of the projector.
the original to be highly
disturbing. The screenplay
I had the chance to at- was written by Richard
tend one of these screen- O’Brien, a writer who has
ings with some friends my questioned his own genfreshman year. The theatre der identity, supposedly
was filled with people who as a reaction against the
most conservative Chris- condemnation he faced in
tians would find strange, the 70s. But as a product
but they were relatable in of O’Brien’s time in many
that they had found a film ways, the transvestite Dr.
that was very important Frank-N-Furter
comes
to them. They had seen it across more demonized
so many times, they had than relatable. There are
memorized every line and themes of sexual assault

The movie ends in a massive swimming pool orgy,
with the whole cast in
gender bending corsets
singing, “Don’t dream
it—be it.” The songs are
catchy, but you can’t get
around how, in every way,
the film is a celebration of
fetishization, primal sexuality, and giving into your
desires.
famous jokes were included to recreate some of the
This year, Fox tried to re- live experience, but ultivive (or cash in on) the mately, it would have been
property by producing a more effective if they had
remake that stars Laverne livestreamed it on Twitter.
Cox alongside Victoria
Justice, Ryan McCartan, The remake is still inand Adam Levine. It fol- credibly provocative, but
lows the same script but much of the eroticism of
distinguishes itself in a the original is missing
few ways.
from the modern take.
There is sex, but it’s porFrank-N-Furter is still trayed so ridiculously
villainous but has been that it ceases to be edgy.
reimagined as a confi- The remake doesn’t try to
dent, post-op transgender make you uncomfortable,
woman, rather than the making it more accessible
sniveling and perverted to new audiences. While
crossdresser of the orig- watching it, one feels like
inal. The modern actors they are in the middle of
are self-aware, intention- a big, gay party. For betally delivering the lines ter or for worse, the tone
even campier than the is not meant to be taken
original’s amateur cast, to seriously.
hilarious results.
Should you watch it? For
All of the musical sequenc- the love of God, probably
es in the remake are heavi- not.
ly dubbed and auto-tuned,
recreating the feel of a The characters’ extremely
shadow-cast. Shots of a casual attitude toward sex,
theatre audience laughing and the idolization of sexand jeering with the most uality will always be dan-

YELLOWCARD
REVIEW

Yellowcard’s final album
seems to be one giant farewell. Instead of trying to
sum up that concept with a
singular, concise message,
Yellowcard decided instead to make every track
a “goodbye.” Though each
“goodbye” is unique and
attempts to capture what
it means from a different
angle, it seems that more
than anything else their
lyrics convey a strong desire to find resolution and
reconciliation in relationships.

by Garrett Sisson

For nearly 20 long years,
Yellowcard has been a major force in the punk-alternative scene, bringing
their own unique take on
the genre, like using vioby Matthew Gidney
lins in almost every song.
Their simple, heartfelt lyrSaying goodbye is one of ics have helped thousands
the hardest things we have of fans process their lives
to do in this life. And yet, in ways they never could
goodbyes are bittersweet. have without Yellowcard’s
Just as many of us had to music.
bid a painful farewell to
our dear friend Glen on Earlier this year, YellowThe Walking Dead this card announced that their
past week, and ready our- performing and recording
selves for perhaps a slight- career has come to an end.
ly less traumatizing adieu After one final world tour
to President Obama as and album, dubbed Yelhe prepares to vacate the lowcard, the band finally
White House after his 8 called it quits.
years of residence.

along with major album
standouts, “A Place We
Set Afire,” and the rousing seven minute finale,
“Fields and Fences,” all
acutely evoke a wistfulness for the past.

But before the lyrics’ characters call it quits, they
want to set things straight.
In the opening track,
“Rest in Peace,” frontman
Ryan Key passionately
asks, “If you could go back
now, would you say it differently?/ If there was no
one there, would you open
up for me?/ If this was the
last time that we would
ever speak/Could we forgive somehow, could we
let it rest in peace?”

While not the most catchy
or exciting song on the
album, the lyrical and
thematic centerpiece of
Yellowcard seems to be
“Leave a Light On,” a tender, slow paced track in
the middle of the album.
It knits the tracks together, as the narrator calls out
to someone with whom
he has experienced years
of conflict with, offering
forgiveness and pleading
with them to come back
so they can find reconciliation. This track seems
to show Yellowcard doing
some reflection and evaluation on their career: “Did
I teach you to be humble?/
Did I help you to grow?/
Did I fill you with forgiveness?/Was it me made you
go?”

The concept of forgiveness also seems to resonate in the memorable
track, “The Hurt is Gone.”
Meanwhile, the rest of
the album focuses on the
conflicting feelings surrounding farewells and
the nostalgia involved
with looking back over the
band’s career. Songs like,
“I’m a Wrecking Ball,”

Yellowcard still shows
strong traces of their
punkish roots, but this
album in essence is no
punk album. It is very
much an alternative rock
album and sounds similar
to their 2014 album, Lift a
Sail, in that both are heavily produced and every
effort is made to pluck at
the heartstrings of listen-

gerous. However, there
has perhaps never been a
better time to try and understand the transgender
experience than right now.
When one digs into what
the filmmakers are actually doing, you’ll notice
that, ironically, there has
never been a sex comedy
that tries harder to disavow its own obscenity. In
my judgment, the remake
is less about its sexual
messages, and more about
reinterpreting the original in the most sublime
and outlandish fashion
possible. Like a good drag
queen, this Frank-N-Furter runs on showmanship
and flair.
As much as I disagree
with its premise, the new
Rocky Horror manages to
turn grinding into an art
form, and that just may
be intriguing enough for
some musical fans to give
it a spin.
So Happy Halloween.
ers. As always, Ryan Key’s
vocals are easy to listen
to and, unlike most punk
rock singers, isn’t grating
or exhausting after extensive listening. It is obvious he lays it all out on
this album though, albeit
in a careful and calculated
manner: he manages to relay the tricky emotions of
the album without going
over the top.
Though “goodbyes” are
hard and unpleasant, they
are an inescapable reality in this life. Yellowcard
has left their mark on the
music industry with a
memorable nineteen year
run, and with their final
album, they have taken
their final bow with style
and grace. Though it is by
no means one of the most
catchy or exciting albums
you’ll listen to all year, it
is definitely a good listen— especially for those
who have are already fans
of the band or the genre.
If you’ve never been into
Yellowcard or punk alternative, then there’s really
not much here musically
that could change your
mind. However, you may
just find the universal
themes and feelings within the songs to be something that resonates with
you.
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WHO ARE YOU
VOTING FOR?
by Austin Cantrell
I don’t care.
But I do care about one
very important detail: that
you vote for Congressional, state and local candidates.
The president is very important for pushing an
agenda, but a president
handicapped by a Congress controlled by the
other party is like a senior citizen driving up (or
down) Lookout Mountain
. . . going nowhere fast.
You should only really
celebrate your candidate
winning the presidency
if their party also wins
(or retains) control of
Congress. Because of the
fierce partisanship we are
currently experiencing in
D.C., each party is expected to try to stop each other’s agendas like Chartwells stops you up (you
know what I mean).
If you are scared to death

of the policies (or rhetoric)
of one or the other candidate, vote for their opponent in the “down-ticket”
elections, meaning, those
other people on your ballot. Not “with her?” Vote
Republican for Congressional candidates. Has
America never stopped
being great? Vote Democrat for Congressional
candidates. Think one
should be in jail and the
other
institutionalized?
Vote for neither and leave
their bubbles blank, but
vote down-ticket!
Ok, fine, but what about
the Supreme Court!?
All SCOTUS nominees
must be approved by the
Senate, meaning the president needs their party to
control the Senate to radically change the balance
of the Court. In rare sit-

RESPONSE TO CHILD
CONTEXTUALIZATION
by Matthias Overos
I have a fear of biblical illiteracy. The reason I have
a fear of biblical illiteracy
is because I myself was
biblically illiterate and simultaneously a Christian.
It’s a dangerous combination: loving something
without actually knowing
what that something really is. Loving something
only because of what others tell you about it, when
you yourself haven’t taken
the time or effort to explore it yourself.
It was this same fear that
drove me to write my previous article “On Christianity and Children’s
Bibles.” Upon evaluating
my own life, I realized
that children Bibles profoundly impacted how I
saw God. The creator of
the universe vividly made
a smiley man with black
dots for eyes. I argue that
these images took away
my appreciation for the
Bible and contributed
somewhat to making me
biblically illiterate.
I only read the Bible seriously after learning to love
literature in general. The
Bible is a book, an anthology of ancient texts, and
learning to read well leads
to reading the Bible well.
So, when I read Ms. Duncan’s article and read this
sentence, “I have read

multiple children’s Bibles
which tied every story
into the grander story of
Christ in a way which gave
me a greater appreciation
for the Gospel than I ever
could have gotten trying to
read the ‘real Bible.’” I got
worried. If the “real Bible”
isn’t enough, then what is?
And why is the “real Bible”
in quotation marks? Is it
because the “real Bible”
isn’t as impressive as it
ought? Is it because there
is not really a distinction,
and children’s Bibles are
equal to the “real Bible?”

uations, the president may
make recess appointments
to the bench (Article II,
Section 2 of the Constitution); however, these appointments are extremely rare and are only valid
until the Senate convenes
next, at which time the
Senate can fail to approve
the nominee. The balance
of the Senate matters to
the Supreme Court.

foreign policy and of basic
contemporary issues while
Jill Stein (Green Party)
is a one-issue candidate
who was a councilwoman
in Lexington, Massachusetts, and resigned to run
an embarrassing gubernatorial campaign in 2002
in which she won about 3
percent of the total vote.
No third party has put
forward a serious candidate worthy of your vote
this year.

State and local elections
matter if you care about
things like how much you
are taxed, how your police
department operates, how
clean and safe your water
and roads are, and how
kids in your community
Ok, fine, but what about are educated.
a third party presidential
Vote for who you will
candidate!?
for president (or leave it
Have you ever taken your blank!), but take a few
hard-earned money and minutes every breakshoved it down the gar- fast or evening to Google
bage disposal? Neither your state and local canhave I. Third party can- didates to learn a thing
didates are sometimes or two about who will be
relevant, but not in 2016. on your ballot. Everyone
Gary Johnson (Libertarian is busy, and I know you
Party) has shown a unique are no exception. But you
ability to know an embar- have a few minutes to look
rassingly small amount of up the leaders to whom
cringey teen-study Bibles?
Do you see the absolutely
awful, I would say demonic, Founding Father’s Bible (look it up if you don’t
know what I’m talking
about)? Does Yahweh
wear an American flag?

We’ve all seen the disturbing reality. We love to
make God what he is not.
These children’s images
creep into our brains, and
impact how we view God
for the rest of our lives.
Why resort to these corrupted images when we
have the perfect image in
the inspired word of God?
We should be eager to
open the Bible, read, and
learn about God as he is.
And as his name implies,
he simply is what he is. He
and his story are not what
we want them to be, nor
I don’t know, nor do I par- what we want our children
ticularly care. What I do to think they are.
care about is ensuring that
everyone reads the Bible Don’t think I am against
as it was meant to be read, all images of God, in fact
as a book, and at the same quite the opposite is true.
time read it with the rev- If you had a chance to stop
erence the word of God by the Matthaus Evangerequires.
lium art show in the Library a few weeks ago, you
If we actually believe that will have encountered the
we have access to the liv- storybook Bible for adults.
ing word of God, why The book is a compilation
don’t we treat it like such? of different artworks from
different eras which go
Ms. Duncan makes many through the stories of the
great points, and I don’t Bible. These works diffeel like going into a long, fer greatly in style, but all
raving rant about why I of them attempt to show
disagree with her. Though what the text of the Bible
I certainly do. Rather, let says. Needless to say, the
me appeal to the reader, works are grisly, hauntand my respondent with ing, but also beautiful and
this consideration: what inspiring. The aesthetdoes the Bible look like? ic quality of these works
What mental images do show the effort and great
you imagine? Do you see time put into them, and
children’s Bible book im- even though not all of the
ages? Do you see those artists were religious, they

you will be giving power.
Try a website like <www.
ballotpedia.org/Sample_Ballot_Lookup>
to
get a personalized ballot
(based on your address)
with explanations of your
choices. This site simply
compares candidates and
policies so people can
see their options in plain
English. I think this is
essential, but additional
research is helpful and as
easy as Googling candidate names.
We are citizens of a country that is the definition
of a historical anomaly:
our democratic process,
domestic peace, economic
and military dominance
are unparalleled in the
history of mankind. 2016
is a critical time for our
American experiment. It’s
been said, “Most people
don’t lead their lives, they
accept it.” My prayer is
that the people of God will
choose to lead their lives
between now and Nov. 8.
The skinny: VOTE even
if you leave the bubbles
next to Hillary and Donald blank.

all showed a deep respect a children’s Bible instead
for showing the Bible as it of the “real Bible.” Perhaps
is.
the real Bible isn’t the real
Bible because you don’t,
And I’m not going to sit or don’t want to, believe it.
here and say I don’t like It won’t fit your political
the Sistine Chapel either, agenda, and it won’t make
or the statue of David, or you happy; if you want
any other great religious that, by all means, read a
artwork. They are aston- children’s Bible.
ishingly beautiful. Unlike
Children’s Bibles, great
religious art from the Catacombs wall paintings to
Dali’s bizarre surrealist
crucifixions and last supper, point us upwards.
Their beauty and visual
appearance attempts to
stun us into reverence,
even if you don’t think
Yahweh is an old man with
a beard. Sure, I know this
is all subjective opinion.
Anne Fuller
But it’s safe to say no chilEditor
In Chief
dren’s Bible is worthy of
being compared to great
Greg Van Dyke
religious art.
Layout Editor
The larger issue at hand
Eliot Kaufmann
isn’t children Bibles themManaging
Editor
selves, but not treating
the Bible as it ought to be
Caleb Smith
Photo
treated. If we as Christians
Laura Davis
Copy
really hold the Bible to be
McKenzie Barham
News
what it is, why aren’t we
jumping with joy to read
Molly Hulsey
Arts
it? Sure, it is a long, difOlivia Kinnebrew
Opinions
ficult, often perplexing
Z Arima
Sports
read, but it’s still the word
of God. You’d think that
Joseph Klingman
Web
would be enough, but it
Greer McCollum
Staff Writer
isn’t.
I don’t think we can shift
the blame to our fallen nature for why we fail to get
excited for God’s word as
it is. I think it comes from
a lack of trusting and believing that the Bible, as it
is written, as it stands as a
collection of ancient texts
compiled by humans, is
the word of God. Consider this next time you read

Kristie Jaya

Staff Writer
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WHY THE BRICKS ON GHETTO
MATTER TO EVERYONE
by Alec Burriss

to show the history of each
individual hall and the
I would like to begin by legacy that past students
stating I do not live on have left on campus. This;
Ghetto, nor was I asked to however, is also beginwrite this article by any of ning to be diminished as
them. Whether or not you the administration begins
support Ghetto is irrele- to crack down on halls
vant, what matters is that pranking and the overall
they deserve their bricks. sense of distinct culture.
For those of you who are
unaware, prior to Carter
renovations, Ghetto painted bricks on their hallway.
Now, post renovations,
they are not allowed to repaint them. So, why does
this matter to the rest of
the campus? It matters because, other than providing a world class Christian
education, the other major
selling point for Covenant
is its hall traditions.

Each hall has something to
offer for everyone on campus and just because you
are not crazy about Ghetto
does not give you the right
to sell them short. Every
guy that lives there is there
for a reason, because of
the culture it provides. So
when you see Ghetto Rush
during Preview Weekend or Buck Buck once
a semester, look at it as
lifelong memories being
created by friends, rather
Why did I choose Cov- than a bunch of hooligans
enant? Because I stayed trying to disrupt the order
on Second South as a se- of things. Everyone does it
nior in high school and differently.
was drawn to live there
because of the incredible Also, let’s not forget about
experiences I saw the hall the traditions that we have
has to offer. Every hall that point to the sanctity
on campus has relics and of brotherhood in Christ.
symbols that they can re- Like when Ghetto leads
late to and gather around all of Carter in “Were

WILD YOUTH
PT. II
by Chase Waller
Over fall break, I visited my sister who lives in
Dallas, TX. She graduated
in three years from Palm
Beach Atlantic University in West Palm Beach,
Florida in May, and now
she works at a big church
in Dallas. The trip was
enjoyable, but the whole
time I couldn’t help but
ponder a dichotomy that

You There” at our all-hall
prayer and praise. We all
walk away from that time
of shouting “glory” thankful that we have been
able to worship together
as brothers and sisters in
Christ.

But, if we begin to give up
what makes us stand out,
then why come to Covenant? If we only offer an
excellent realm for students to thrive academically and a dull campus
life, what makes the Covenant experience more
I say all this to state that notable any other school?
the bricks on Ghetto mat- Why not just go to Wheater because Covenant ton?
thrives off of the culture
on each hall. Why the So, why has Ghetto tried
administration wants to over and over to get their
squander a selling point bricks back? Because, it
for its own institution is means something to them.
beyond me. Covenant is a Take a minute and put
very unique place, unlike yourself in Ghetto’s posiany other college truly. tion—I’m sure most of us

has become a perplexing My sister (18 months my
mantra this year: I am a elder) is an adult, living
student and I am an adult. on her own in a city without family, making new
Emily, my sister, would friends. My roommate (5
be a first semester senior months my younger) is
right now if she were on engaged and will be living
a normal four year track off campus next year in his
and wasn’t so freaking own house and probably
smart. Instead, however, have a baller, well decoshe lives in an apartment rated living room and cute
with a roommate on her dog. We are moving on to
own. That’s the thing. We the adult stage of our lives.
are old enough to do that.
To have our own bank ac- So the frustration for me
counts and houses and this year has been the role
husbands and wives and of student. Before I contincars and stuff. We are in ue; however, I would like
that stage of life.
to note that I love all the
faculty and staff and rules,
and I understand authority and institutions. I by
no means bear ill feelings
towards any of the above.
I am merely trying to navigate my roles and begin
conversation through this
article.
With that said, I don’t
feel like an adult. More
often than not, I feel as
if my calling as a student
dominates my identity in
the eyes of my elders and
peers alike. I can’t help but
feel somewhat stagnant
in this. I understand my
calling and I thoroughly enjoy my position as a
student. However, I realize that very soon I am going to leave Covenant and
trade my student identity for one of complete
adulthood. And, I do not
feel ready. I do not feel as
though I have been prepared to act as an adult in
the world.

Wow” and want to paint
my hall with bricks. But, I
am also old enough to vote
for the president. I am old
enough to have sex and
carry a concealed weapon
and smoke cigarettes and
drink alcohol (starting
May 28, 2017). If I am old
enough to do these things
on my own, then I am certainly old enough to live
for the kingdom of God.
I don’t know everything.
I need authority. I need
the Church. I need rules
and laws and statutes.
These are good things.
But how do those things
look different for me as
a twenty-year-old versus
a sixteen-year-old or a
thirty-year-old? I honestly don’t know the answer,
but I know that they apply
to me differently now than
they did when I was in
high school. I can tell because more is expected of
me. I have more responsibility because, thank God,
I know a lot more than I
did when I was sixteen.
We live in an age that
heralds a zeitgeist of individualism and personal
rights, and I hope that this
isn’t dismissed as a member of that faction.

It is important to recognize the issue as a collective one, rather than
a problem for a bunch of
individual angsty teens
rebelling against authority. Rather than complain
and wait for a response, I
would like to see the faculty and student body both
I know I wear weird shirts collectively raise the stanand dance around like a dards for students, recogpsycho to “Electric Pow nizing them as adults.

have never thought about
that—and see what hall
culture means to every
member. I applaud their
willingness to fight for
something they believe in,
and I hope after reading
this, that you too begin
to understand why this
means so much to Covenant culture. It is not a
matter of whether or not
you like Ghetto as a hall, it
is about fighting for what
is right and preserving the
traditions that helped to
make this campus what it
is today.

Yes, I feel informed. Yes,
I feel like I can talk about
important issues of the
day. But I feel that many
decisions that I make as a
student are not necessarily my own—or they are
not necessarily decisions
at all. Often times, I do
not feel as if I am trusted to follow rules on my
own but need some sort
of outside force to police
my adherence to the statutes here. Other times, I
feel as though values are
forced upon me—as if I do
not know what is profitable for myself in circumstances of deciding how
I should spend an evening or if I should attend
an event for a friend or a
meeting at school.
Covenant does a wonderful job at beginning dialogues and challenging
ways of thinking. From
even before first semester freshman year, we are
reading and listening to
lectures about every aspect of the Christian life.
We are challenged to consider being polychronic vs. monochronic, we
are challenged to seek to
understand our calling
and our Calling, and we
are challenged to consider language and music
and the kingdom of God.
I would love to see this
translate into an independence for students to apply these considerations
to our lives faithfully, as
we seek to grow in maturity and stature with both
God and man.

